MASSÉ, Jean-Baptiste
Paris 1687–1767

Pupil of Jouvenet; reçu 1717 as a painter and engraver (without it seems his Protestantism being raised as an objection), Massé was chiefly a miniaturist but left numerous chalk drawings, including some with touches of pastel. The possibility that he produced more finished pastels is tantalisingly suggested by the magnificent pastel version of his miniature autoportrait: the pastel is executed in a very similar technique to that of Nattier, but predates his known works in the medium by several decades. However Massé’s will (2.X.1765, n. Doria 1929, pp. 85, 126) refers to a portrait of the miniaturist “étant très jeune” (consistent with the date of the miniatures) by Nattier, medium unspecified: the possibility cannot be excluded that the pastel is indeed by Nattier, and was copied by the subject in the two miniature versions.

Among Massé’s pupils were Alphen and Liotard (qq.v.). He also collected portraits: his posthumous inventory (AN MC XCVII, 422, 31.X.1767) included a portrait of his brother by Lundberg, some pastels by Natoire, and miniatures by Carriera. It is unclear if these included the “tableau de la signora Rosalba” which he inherited from Pierre Gaudron, horloger du duc d’Orléans, in 1748 (comte d’exécution testamentaire, 2.III.1748, AN MC XVII/778).

Massé attended Perronneau’s wedding in 1754.
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Pastels


~miniature/ivory, 5x4.4 ov., c.1715 (RPC 2008).


J.5212.103 ~version, pstl/ppr, 29x20 (US RPC 2005).


J.5212.105 ~ Jeune femme en buste, de face, pstl, 22.4x17, s (Copenhagen, mBA, cabinet des estampes [not located 2005]. Artist: don: Wasserschlehe). Exh.: Copenhagen 1935, no. 280. Lit.: Kunstmuseets aarskrift, XI–XII, p. 188

J.5212.106 ~ Pastel (Auguste-Gabriel Godefroy); Paris, Le Brun, 15–19.XI.1785, Lot 164 part, 161 livres)


J.5212.106 ~ Pastel (Auguste-Gabriel Godefroy); Paris, Le Brun, 15–19.XI.1785, Lot 164 part, 161 livres)